
Boxlight’s New CP-731i Projector: 
Presentation Technology That "Plays to Win" 

XGA resolution, 7.2 lbs., 1400 ANSI lumens, whisper-quiet and full-featured 

Poulsbo, WA. Like a seasoned team player, Boxlight’s new CP-731i polysilicon projector is an able and 
dependable ally that paves the way for knockout presentations. Lean and powerful in a compact 7.2 lb. frame, this 
XGA unit sizzles with 1400 ANSI lumens of brightness, whisper-quiet operation and a host of competitive 
features to assure winning presentations every time.  
 
Truly portable, yet bright enough to handle a variety of lighting conditions with ease, Boxlight’s CP-731i projector 
is the perfect traveling companion for the mobile presenter. Crystal clear true 1024 x 768 XGA resolution 
(compressed 1280 x 1024 SXGA) makes this unit compatible with today’s high-end laptops and eliminates 
the need to change resolutions. At show time, just connect and project.  
 
Whether the venue is a local conference room, auditorium or an executive boardroom, Boxlight’s CP-731i 
projector breaks away from the competition. Quiet, 37dB operation assures that the hum of the projector never 
upstages the presenter. Dual computer inputs allow for ease of use in conference room settings and also 
facilitate multiple presenters within a single presentation -- with no downtime between. In addition, with the single 
SVHS and RCA video inputs, presenters can plug in audio or video equipment for a true multimedia extravaganza.  
 
Several other standard features on the CP-731i help presenters captivate their audience. The CP-731i’s manual 
zoom lens makes it easy to get just the right-sized image to fill up the screen and the digital keystone 
adjustment squares-up the image at the touch of a button. The convenient remote control liberates speakers to 
roam the stage or interact with people. With the remote in hand, presenters can activate the digital zoom 
imaging or the built-in laser pointer to spotlight and digitally enhance an area of the screen from anywhere in 
the room. In addition, a convenient blank function on the remote enables the presenter to blank the screen while 
changing presentations or applications on the computer out of sight of the audience.  
 
Boxlight’s latest projector, the CP-731i, is a truly portable, full-featured, 1400 ANSI lumen XGA unit that gives 
presenters a competitive edge in today’s fast-paced business world. Able to "run with the big guys" yet only 7.2 lbs., 
the CP-731i is one piece of projection equipment that every presenter will want on their team.  
 
Boxlight sells display and projection technology under it’s own brand of Boxlight Certified™ equipment, as well as 
the most innovative, refined products from manufacturers such as InFocus, Hitachi, Sony, Mitsubishi and Epson.  
 
The company also offers professional services to enhance every aspect of presentations from content development 
to the finishing touches. Boxlight’s Creative Services division can assist presenters in polishing existing 
presentations, animating company logos and developing full-blown professional presentations from scratch. 
Boxlight’s training division, Boxlight Academy, offers both onsite and online instruction in subjects such as 
making PowerPoint™ presentations and enlivening technical speaking engagements.  
 
Boxlight is the world’s leading distributor of projection equipment, services and training. With humble origins in a 
basement in 1986, Boxlight operations have expanded to encompass sales in the United States, Canada and 
worldwide. The company has been listed in Inc. magazine as one of the "Fastest Growing Private Companies in 
America," and one of the 500 fastest growing technology companies in the United States by Deloitte & Touche. 


